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SPECIFICATIONS
Length: 33.00 mt (97‘ 4")
Beam: 7.68 mt (25' 9")
Draft:  2.18 mt (7' 2")
Crew:  6
Built: 2020
Rebuilt:
Builder: FERRETTI SHIPYARD
Flag: Italian
Hull Construction:  VTR
Hull Configuration: Displacement
Air conditioning, deck Jacuzzi, Gym equipment

EQUIPMENT
Engines:2 x MAN V12 - 1400 CR (1400 HP)
Cruising Speed: 12 kn
Fuel Consumption: 160 l/h

ACCOMMODATION
Number of Cabins: 5
Cabin Configuration: 4 Double and 1 twin
Number of Guests: 10

WATER SPORTS
Tender 5.05 m. 
Wave Runner
2 x SUP
2X SEASCOOTER
Waterski, inflatables, snorkeling equipment

PENELOPE is an awesome Ferretti Custom Line built in 2020. 
Navetta 33 is the semi-displacement yacht that turns true 
sophistication into absolute luxury. 
With her chic, essential aesthetic style, this amazing 
superyacht is not afraid to reveal her high-tech side. Thanks 
to the ingenious bulbous bow, she assures best-in-class 
stability and seaworthiness with a range of around 2,000 
nautical miles. 
Inside, every space is an affirmation of the Navetta 33 vision 
and her owner’s unique character. The areas dedicated to the 
family and their guests open up on all 4 decks – from the 
wide-body master suite forward on the main deck to the 4 
guest cabins below. And the stylistic watchword is elegance.
Penelope is runned by a stable crew of 6 led by Captain 
Alessandro Abbate. The base crew has already worked 
together in 2018 and 2019 with huge success on board the 
preceding Ferretti Custom Line 97 Penelope (same 
name/same owner).
PENELOPE is available for the summer 2020 in August only for 
selected Guests.

Important note : sistership photos, actual photos of 
PENELOPE will be available shortly.
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CREW PROFILE

PENELOPEPENELOPE
Captain: Alessandro Abbate, Italian, 49 y.o.
Alessandro is a reliable and highly skilled Captain, with many years of experience in the Yachting industry. The sea passion is a family tradition since ever.
His passion for the sea is not limited to the career: in his spare time he participated to important international regattas, achieving exemplary results and gaining 
the podium on several occasions. 
Always very accurate and professional, with strong "can do" attitudes and remarkable managerial skills, Captain Abbate achieved impressive results with all the 
charters runned at the helm of the previous "Penelope".
Italian mother tongue, he speaks a very fluent English.

Chef: Lorenzo Gangemi, Italian, 38 y.o.
Lorenzo is a very talented and creative chef and a true sea lover.
He started working at the age of 18 and  employed several  years as Boatswain's Mate for the Navy.
During his 19 years of navigation through the West Mediterranean, the Atlantic Ocean, the  North Sea and Gulf of Guinea, he gained an extensive experience as 

deckhand.  Later on, working as Captain/Cook aboard M/Y AB 100 “Spectre” , he discovered and improved his culinary skills.
Thanks to his creativity and ability over the stoves, he has become an appreciated personal chef, proposing his original successful menu named “Nord Ovest” , 
as tribute to the main delicious dishes of our country.
Very accurate and precise, and specialized in mouthwatering  raw sea dishes, he always presents its specialties to the best and is eager to satisfy even the most 
demanding guests tastes.
Italian mother tongue, he speaks a basic English and Spanish.

Gregorio is a young deckhand, dynamic, efficient and professional. 
Coming from a family of maritime operators, his passion for the sea is deeply rooted, and he pursues the dream of becoming a Captain.
He took his degree at the Nautical Institute with dedication and determination, obtaining all the necessary qualifications to enter the yachting industry. Fond of 
fishing and water sports, Gregorio is a discreet and kind sailor, always ready to do its best to guarantee guests a relaxed and friendly atmosphere.
Italian native speaker, has a good knowledge of English.

Deckhand: Gregorio Daversa, Italian, 25 y.o.

Chief Stewardess: TBC
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Gregorio is a young deckhand, dynamic, efficient and professional. 
Coming from a family of maritime operators, his passion for the sea is deeply rooted, and he pursues the dream of becoming a Captain.
He took his degree at the Nautical Institute with dedication and determination, obtaining all the necessary qualifications to enter the yachting industry. Fond of 
fishing and water sports, Gregorio is a discreet and kind sailor, always ready to do its best to guarantee guests a relaxed and friendly atmosphere.
Italian native speaker, has a good knowledge of English.

Deckhand: Gregorio Daversa, Italian, 25 y.o.

Stewardess: Marika Viola Daversa, Italian, 22 y.o.

Marika is a very young and energetic woman, fond of sport and of the sea. She’s very meticulous and hard working and she loves meeting people from all 
around the world. She was raised in close contact to the sea, due to her parents holding a boat, and she merged her passion for the sea with her passion for 
the sport by practicing free-diving. After taking a diploma in Business and Marketing, she opted for a dynamic job that could suit her active nature and decided 
to embark as a stewardess on board charter yachts. Her attention to the detail and her positive approach make her a valuable addition to the crew, and a very 
pleasant presence for guests to interact with. Italian mother-tongue, she has a basic knowledge of English. 

Deckhand (TBC): Antonino Trentarose, Italian, 35 y.0 

Antonino is a young but expert deckhand. 
Very professional and helpful, he is always ready to do its best to help guests aboard.

He started working in the yachting industry because he’s always been passionate about customer service and 
he’s particularly skilled in dealing with people.

Attention to details is one of his most appreciated characteristics and he never fails to put his guests at ease. 
Italian mothertongue, he speaks a basic English.


